The FREEMOON Faucet – Money on tap
What if there was a way to just claim money, however much you wanted over and over again? In
fact, Bitcoin and Cryptocurrencies were in some ways founded on this principle, but the FREEMOON
faucet will provide an entirely new and extremely easy way to do it. You will be able to just claim
FREE money over and over again, and even employ bots to do it for you, if you so desire.
How is FREE backed?
Creating FREE money is easy, but how can it be valuable? This part is a little trickier, but to give FREE
a fair shot, it is backed by the most successful cryptocurrency out there: BTC. The initial supply of
FREE is 100 million FREE and will be 100% liquid with 1 BTC (making the initial value of 1 FREE = 1 sat,
a sum low enough that it may also be worthy of investment). The liquidity will be in the form of a
Chainge.Finance LP-token and will be burnt forever and owned by no one. Further there will be
monthly buy and burns of FREE from various sources of passive income. These various sources will
make FREE liquid against USDT, FSN and perhaps BNB in addition to BTC. To learn more about this,
read about The FREE Alliance.
Network value
FREEMOON faucet brings three valuable things to the Fusion Network:
1. Lots of transactions – in the pursuit of FREE money, people and their bots are likely to test network
limits and create loads and loads of transactions. This is valuable for the network because it increases
the gas rewards awarded to FSN-stakers and provides solid proof that the network is being used to a
great degree.
2. A free gas faucet for new users – The FREE faucet subscription will fund a FSN gas-faucet which can
be used by new addresses to get enough FSN to get going on the network - a much-needed tool for
new users. FREEMOON faucet has solved the issue of funding and abuse of such a faucet, by limiting
its use to addresses without any previous outgoing tx-history and by funding it through the
FREEMOON subscription fees.
3. A way to tokenize time-sliced FSN in the form of FREE, making it easier to convert time-slices to a
format more people will be familiar with and used to. An issue for Fusion has been that the concept
of time-slicing FSN has been a bit too advanced for most people, which has made it difficult to use as
a currency or a giveaway. FREE will be much simpler and accessible in this sense and fully recognized
and adopted by the Chainge.Finance wallet. Therefore, converting time-sliced FSN into FREE will
increase its usability as a currency, making FSN a super currency with which you can mint another
currency. To learn more about this, read about FREE minting.
4. Daily Airdrops to Fusionites. As a last benefit, big hodlers of FSN, CHNG, ANY and FSN/FUSE who
subscribe to he FREEMOON faucet will see daily airdrops of FREE even without actively claiming it. To
learn more about this, read about FREE airdrops.

How can FREE be earned?
Subscribe and claim!
In order to start claiming FREE, you need to subscribe to the FREEMOON faucet. The subscription
cost is merely 1 FSN for infinite access to claim however much FREE you want. But, is there really no
limit? Not in amount, but in time. You may only claim 1 FREE/hour for each address that you

subscribed with. You are however free to subscribe however many addresses you want, but they
each need to pay the 1 FSN subscription fee. The subscription fees are non-profit and will initially
only be used to fund gas for the FSN gas-faucet, for the FREE airdrops and other protocol functions.
But if the concept is successful enough and the wallet grows big, it will also become a treasury that is
used to fund further development. Read more about this in “Governance and the future of the
Freemoon Faucet”.
Create your own FREE bot army!
If you really want to claim a lot of FREE, you should seek to start up some bots to claim FREE for you!
FREEMOON faucet has made this easy for anyone to even the playing field between technically apt
people and less technically apt people. So, if you want to run 1, 10, 100 or even 1000 bots or more, it
is easy to get going.
FREE airdrops
You can also get FREE simply by holding FSN (at least 20 000), CHNG (at least 50 0000), ANY (at least
10 000) or FSN/FUSE (at least 100) in your subscribed wallet. This will come in the form of a daily
airdrop of 1 FREE/20 000 FSN, 1 FREE/50 000 CHNG, 1 FREE/10 000 ANY and 1 FREE/100 FSN/FUSE.
Out of these FSN/FUSE is expected to have the highest income rate by far, which gives this liquidity
token a whole new use case. You can investigate our special guide for creating this LP-token which
will also be used as a governance token. Read more about this in “Governance and the future of the
Freemoon Faucet”.
Mint FREE
Lastly, you can mint FREE with 4-month TL FSN time-slices, which will be the fastest way to get FREE.
1 4-month TL FSN slices will be enough to mint 50 FREE. This is a powerful tool if you want to mint
lots of FREE quickly. If you’re already staking FSN, you might be curious what happens to the 4-month
TL FSN time-slices after you use them to mint FREE? Unlike the subscription fees, these are for-profit
and go to the Fusion node owned by the project founder @IndivualPira1 who came up with all the
concepts and then bought and burned 1 BTC to create decentralized liquidity for the project and who
will provide all the initial passive income sources for buying and burning FREE. If minting FREE
becomes popular enough to have made these initial sacrifices worthwhile, the minting will be
attempted to somehow be decentralized so that any node that so desires can be involved. Read
more about this in “Governance and the future of the Freemoon Faucet”.

FREE value?
Backed by the cost of transacting on Fusion
Why is FREE worth anything? Initially FREE will be worth something because it is backed by BTC and
will have some sources that buy and burn it. But as more and more FREE is claimed, this alone might
not be enough for it to keep value, but is there anything that will? To be frank, FREE will create lots
and lots of network spam as people and their bots claim FREE money. This will begin to test the limits
of the Fusion Network and may eventually even create similar gas-wars as seen on Ethereum, and so
the cost of a transaction might become more than a mere gwei. As this happens, it will become more
and more apparent that to claim FREE there is 1 cost – the cost of a transacting on the Fusion
network. So, with the rise of the cost of transactions – the price of FREE is likely to form some form of
equilibrium with transaction costs as it is only worth claiming if it is worth more than a single

transaction. If it is no longer cheaper than a transaction it will also no longer be considered worth
claiming. But if nobody is then claiming it, the transaction cost will begin to fall, and it might once
again become worth claiming. I believe this transaction-cost-equilibrium scenario is something we
will see eventually, but if it takes a long time before we get there or if it happens rather fast, I have
no idea. I also do think that FREE could retain a hire value than 1 FSN gwei, should the FREEMOON
faucet concept fail to spam the network enough to raise gas costs. Perhaps its value will even be
greqater than the initial 1 sat? This is a question that the FREE market will decide
FREE and FREEMOON
There are however more reasons than this for FREE to hold some value. In fact, there will even be a
good reason to hodl it in your wallet! Especially if you are an active FREE claimer. The reason is a
second token called FREEMOON. Because by holding FREE in your address you will have a slight
chance to score another token on your next claim called FREEMOON, which will be a very, very rare
token. Your chance of scoring FREEMOON will increase the more FREE you have, according to these
rates:
0 to 1 FREE in your subscribed wallet = 0 Chance of getting a FREEMOON on claim
1 to 100 FREE in your subscribed wallet = 1 in a billion chance of getting a FREEMOON on claim
100 to 1000 FREE in your subscribed wallet = 1 in 100 million chance of getting a FREEMOON on
claim
1000 to 10 000 FREE in your subscribed wallet = 1 in 10 million chance of getting a FREEMOON on
claim
10 000 to 25 000 FREE in your subscribed wallet = 1 in 1 million chance of getting a FREEMOON on
claim
25 000 to 50 000 FREE in your subscribed wallet = 1 in 500 000 chance of getting a FREEMOON on
claim
50 000 to 100 000 FREE in your subscribed wallet = 1 in 250 000 Chance of getting a FREEMOON on
claim
100 000 FREE or more in your subscribed wallet = 1 in 100 000 Chance of getting a FREEMOON on
claim
But the above rates only describe the chance to score the first FREEMOON. The second FREEMOON
will be 10% harder, and the one after that 10% harder than the second one, etc, etc. It quickly gets
very tough and FREEMOON 101 will be around 13780 times tougher than the first one.
But besides the awarded FREEMOONs, FREEMOON will have an initial supply of 10 FREEMOON,
which all will be held in the governance of FSN/FUSE. A vote will be initiated where it will be
suggested that 1 of these FREEMOONs be made liquid against 10 000 FREE and that this liquidity is
burnt. The vote is expected to go through. The other 9 FREEMOONs will remain in the custody of
FSN/FUSE governance and further votes will be created suggesting that they will be awarded to those
who helped build the FREEMOON faucet. Further votes could be held regarding whether these
FREEMOONs could be used to fund CEX-listing of FREEMOON or whether they should be dumped to
burn FREE, or start up liquidity of FREEMOON on another chain, airdropped to FREE hodlers, or
whatever else voters may fancy. They will be under governance FSN/FUSE.
But does FREEMOON have a use beside rarity?

You could argue that saying FREE has value because of FREEMOON is just pushing the problem
forward, because why should FREEMOON hold any value just because it is rare? The reason for that
is simpler - FREEMOON is a unique ticker, while the ticker FREE is already in use by several other
projects. So, when pursuing “cryptocurrency adoption” such as listing a token on Coin Market Cap,
Coingecko, Centralized Exchanges and bringing it cross-chain through AnySwap we will more likely try
to use FREEMOON instead of FREE to reach this type of adoption, for the simple reason that nobody
will confuse it with some other project. Thus, FREEMOON becomes something that might be more
worthy of speculative investment, while FREE is merely a means to an end to increase your chance of
getting a FREEMOON. FREE will merely exist in DEXes on Fusion, but FREEMOON could live a much
wider life on many chains and exchanges eventually, depending on its popularity.
The FREE Alliance
The FREE Alliance will be a collection of projects who will be used to create value for FREE through
utilizing their source of passive income to perform buying and burning of FREE. The two initial
sources that will be used to do this are all provided by @IndivualPira1.
Source 1: 100 000 USDT in a Chainge interest account [expected yield: 16 000 USDT that will buy and
burn FREE or FREEMOON in one year]
Source 2: 10% of FSN produced by @IndivualPira1’s Fusion node [expected yield: 6 800 FSN that will
buy and burn FREE or FREEMOON in one year (this amount could become a lot more if minting FREE
is popular)]
Other sources: If anyone else wants to perform buy and burning of FREE or FREEMOON based on a
passive income source of 5000 USD (expected value) or more per year, then this source will be
allowed to join the FREE Alliance, meaning that links and information about the project will become
accessible to the FREEMOON Faucet followers and claimers of FREE money they are ready to invest
in something. Perhaps it is not a bad way to advertise? Especially if you truly have a great source of
passive income. With time it could become a trusted forum for promotion of truly value-enhancing
protocols.
You can say that these sources, will be like partners of the FREEMOON faucet and we’ll speak highly
of them. But no burns, no advertisement.

Governance and the future of the FREEMOON Faucet
The governance of the FREEMOON faucet already exists. The FSN/FUSE governance system will be
used, which is found here https://vote.anyswap.exchange/#/fuse/all.
The current constitution looks like this:

Governance of FUSE
1. Voting power over strategic decisions or goals regarding the future of the FUSE
currency (contract: 0x20dd2f2bfa4ce3eaec5f57629583dad8a325872a, on the Fusion
Blockchain chain ID: 0x7f93) is held by LP providers of FUSE who hold FSN/FUSE
(contract: 0xe96ac326ecea1a09ae6e47487c5d8717f73d5a7e, on the Fusion
Blockchain, chain ID: 0x7f93).
2. An address containing 100 FSN/FUSE or more is to be considered a “Fusionite”. A
“Fusionite” may be rewarded if they perform votes, if the voting contract of the
particular vote specifies that Fusionites are to somehow be rewarded.

3. A vote proposal should always contain these elements: A. The time for the proposal
needs to be 7 days or more. B. The “snapshot block” should be set at least 30 000
blocks into the future from the start of the block, but never so long into the future that
it happens after the end of the vote. C. The vote should always only have these three
options: “Yes”, “No” and “Indifferent”.
4. An address containing 10 000 FSN/FUSE or more is to be considered a “FUSE
whale”. A “FUSE whale” will not be rewarded for voting but will have the power to
create a valid proposal for voting without the approval of anyone else. Addresses
closely tied with a “FUSE whale” such that it is obvious they are controlled by the
same person will also be excluded both from voting results (unless they vote
“indifferent”) and voting awards. Proposals created by “FUSE whales” can be
anything and should be honored to the extent it is possible if passed. “FUSE whales”
should vote with the option “Indifferent” on proposals they create themselves. This is
the way in which the vote is validated. “Fusionites” may also create vote proposals,
but these are only to be considered valid if a “FUSE whale” votes with the option
“Indifferent” in order to validate the vote. The vote would also need to have been set
up according to all above rules to be considered valid.
5. For a vote to be considered valid, a minimum of 40% of all FSN/FUSE must have
taken part (“FUSE whale” voting counts towards this 40% only if they voted with the
option “indifferent”).
6. As long as no future vote changes this rule. The first 20 “Fusionites” to vote in a
proposal (including this one) will be awarded 5 ANY (from address:
0x34b82b5e32068dc238c9814c64c889edffa33287) if it is passed.
It may become slightly modified in one of the initial votes, if passed, so that awards for voting are in
the form of FREE instead of ANY.
The FREEMOON faucet will equip FSN/FUSE with something to actually govern over though. These
are two things: 1. The subscription fees collected by the FREEMOON faucet. 2. The 10 initial
FREEMOONs.
Further the generous FREE airdrops to FSN/FUSE hodlers, may make it more popular to have.

Let’s imagine that there is a lot of subscription fees collected. Much more than gets used as gas for
protocol functions. Perhaps several hundreds of thousands of FSN. Then there is worth voting on
how these funds should be used. Below I want to provide three ideas for future development that
possibly could be funded in this way:

1. A DCRM gateway between Fusion tokens and Fusion assets, which would make it possible for
FRC20 tokens and FRC758 tokens to be converted into Fusion assets and used on the
Quantum Swap market. The DCRM nodes guiding the gateway could be required to hold a
certain amount of FSN and would be awarded from the FREEMOON treasury whenever the
gateway is used, in a way that does not risk depleting the treasury.

2. A specialized market between FREE and TL FSN, that replaces the process of FREE minting
and decentralizes it in a way where Fusion nodes compete to offer up FREE in exchange for
TL FSN.

3. A way to bet on FREEMOON generation. Bet on or bet against that a FREEMOON will be
generated on a certain day, or bet that it will be you who get the next FREEMOON. Since
these things will be happening onchain at certain odds, such bets could be handled in a very
decentralized way and perhaps serve to increase the FREEMOON value as the competition
increases.
These are just three ideas. If the FREEMOON faucet is popular enough even more ideas could
become reality.

